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Changesin variance,or volatility,over time can be modelledusing the approachbased on
autoregressiveconditionalheteroscedasticity
(ARCH). However,the generalizationsto multivariate seriescan be difficultto estimateand interpret.Anotherapproachis to modelvarianceas an
unobservedstochasticprocess.Althoughit is not easy to obtainthe exactlikelihoodfunctionfor
such stochasticvariancemodels,they tie in closelywith developmentsin financetheoryand have
certain statisticalattractions.This articlesets up a multivariatemodel, discussesits statistical
treatmentand showshow it can be modifiedto capturecommonmovementsin volatilityin a very
naturalway. The model is then fittedto daily observationson exchangerates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many financialtime series, such as stock returnsand exchangerates, exhibit changesin
volatility over time. These changes tend to be seriallycorrelatedand in the generalized
autoregressive conditionalheteroscedasticity, or GARCH model, developed by Engle (1982)

and Bollerslev(1986), such effects are capturedby letting the conditionalvariancebe a
function of the squaresof previousobservationsand past variances.Since the model is
formulatedin termsof the distributionof the one-stepaheadpredictionerror,maximum
likelihood estimation is straightforward.A wide range of GARCH models have now
appearedin the econometricliterature;see the recentsurveyby Bollerslevet al. (1992).
An alternativeapproach is to set up a model containing an unobservedvariance
component,the logarithmof whichis modelleddirectlyas a linearstochasticprocess,such
as an autoregression. Models of this kind are called stochastic volatility models or stochastic

variance(SV) models.They are the naturaldiscrete-timeversionsof the continuous-time
modelsupon whichmuchof modernfinancetheory,includinggeneralizationsof the BlackScholes result on option pricing,has been developed;see, for example,Hull and White
(1987) and Taylor(1993). Theirprincipaldisadvantageis that they are difficultto estimate
by maximumlikelihood.Howevertheydo have othercompensatingstatisticalattractions;
for exampletheirpropertiesare easilyobtainedfrom the propertiesof the processgenerating the variancecomponent.Furthermore,they generalizeto multivariateseriesin a very
247
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naturalway. The main aim of this articleis to show how multivariatestochasticvariance
models can be handledstatisticallyand to explorehow well they fit real data.
Section2 reviewssome of the basic ideas of univariateGARCH and SV models and
comparestheirproperties.The estimationof SV models by a quasi-maximumlikelihood
procedureis then discussed.In Section 3 it is shown how multivariateSV models can be
formulated,and how they comparewith multivariateGARCH models.The way in which
they can handlecommonmovementsin volatilityin differentseriesis describedin Section
4 and this is relatedto ideas of co-integrationin variance.Section 5 presentsan example
in which the model is fitted to four sets of exchange rates, and Section 6 generalizes
the methods so as to handle heavy tailed distributions.The conclusions are given in
Section7.
2. UNIVARIATE MODELS
Let the seriesof interestbe madeup of a Gaussianwhitenoise process,with unit variance,
multipliedby a factor a,, the standarddeviation,that is
Y,=t,t,,

t=l, . ..

,

T,

E,- NID(O, 1).

(1)

In the GARCH(1, 1) model,
art=y+ay,_I+f3au_h,

y>O,

a+,B<1.

(2)

This may be generalizedby adding more lags of both the squaredobservationsand the
variance.All GARCH models are martingaledifferences,and if the sum of the a and /B
coefficientsis less then one, they have constant finite varianceand so are white noise.
However,obtainingthe generalconditionsunderwhich o2 is positiveand y, is stationary
is not straightforward;see, for example,Nelson and Cao (1992) and Bollerslevand Engle
(1993). Similarly,althoughit can be shown that y, exhibitsexcess kurtosis,the necessary
restrictionsfor fourthmomentsto exist are not easy to derive.
The dynamicsof a GARCH model show up in the autocorrelationfunction (ACF)
of the squared observations.In the GARCH(1, 1) case, the ACF is like that of an
ARMA(1, 1) process. If the sum of a and /3 is close to one, the ACF will decay quite
slowly, indicatinga relativelyslowly changingconditionalvariance.This has often been
observedto happenin practice,and GARCH(1, 1) models with a + /3 close to unity are
quite commonwith real data.
If a+ /3 is set to one in the GARCH(1, 1) model, it is no longer weakly stationary
since it does not have finite variance.However,Ay2 is stationaryand has an ACF like
that of an MA(1) process,indicatingan analogywith the ARIMA(O,1, 1) process.This
model is called integratedGARCH,or IGARCH;see Engleand Bollerslev(1986). It does
not follow, though, that y2 will behave like an integratedprocessin all respects,and, in
fact, Nelson (1990) has shown that o2 is strictlystationary.
The IGARCH model is still a martingaledifference,and so forecastsof all future
observationsare zero. If y is positive, the predictedvariancesincreasewith the lead time.
On the other hand, if y is set to zero, Nelson (1990) shows that the IGARCH process
has the ratherstrangepropertythat, no matterwhat the startingpoint, a2 tends towards
zero for most parametervalues,so that the serieseffectivelydisappears.This leads him to
suggest a model in which log U2 has the characteristicsof a random walk; see Nelson
(1991). This is an exampleof an exponentialARCH, or EGARCH,model. Such models
have the additionalattractionthat they can be shown to be a discrete-timeapproximation
to some of the continuous-timemodels of financetheory.
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In a stochasticvariancemodel for (1), the logarithmof Co2,denotedh,, is modelled
as a stochastic process. As with EGARCH, working in logarithmsensures that a,iS
alwayspositive, but the differenceis that it is not directlyobservable.A simplemodel for
h, is the AR(1) process
h,= y + ph,t_+ i,,

Th,NID(0,

UC2),

(3)

with q, generatedindependentlyof Es for all t, s. Equation(3) is the naturaldiscrete-time
approximationto the continuous-timeOrstein-Uhlenbeckprocessused in financetheory.
Dassios (1992) has shown that (1) and (3) is a betterdiscrete-timeapproximationto the
model used in Hull and White (1987) than an EGARCH model. More specifically,if a
denotes the distance between observations,he shows that the density of the variance
processconvergesto the densityof the continuous-timevarianceprocessat rate3, whereas
in the case of EGARCH the convergenceis at rate al/2. Similarconvergenceresultshold
for the joint momentsof the observations.
If IVI < 1, we know from standardtheory that h, is strictlystationary,with mean
and variance Cr2= r2 /( 1 2). Sincey, is the productof two strictlystationYh= y/( 1-)
ary processes,it must also be strictlystationary.Thus the restrictionsneeded to ensure
stationarityof y,, both in the strict and weak sense, are just the standardrestrictions
neededto ensurestationarityof the processgeneratingh,.
The fact that y, is white noise follows almost immediatelywhen the two disturbance
termsare mutuallyindependent.The odd momentsof y, are all zero becauses, is symmetric. The even momentscan be obtainedby makinguse of a standardresultfor the lognormal distribution,which in the presentcontext tells us that since exp (h,) is lognormal,its
j-th moment about the origin is exp {jyl,+ ]jfcrh It follows almost immediatelythat the
varianceof y, is exp {Yh++- U21 Similarlythe kurtosisis 3 exp { a2}, which is greaterthan
three when a,, is positive; see Taylor (1986, Chapter3). Unlike a GARCH model, the
fourth moment always exists when h, is stationary.
The dynamic properties of the model appear most clearly in logy2. Since y,=
-

e, exp (h,),

lo 2= hr+log 2,

t= 1, ... ., T.

(4)

The mean and varianceof log ?2 are knownto be -1I27 and ir2/2 = 4.93, respectively;see
Abramovitzand Stegun (1970, p. 943). Thus log y2 is the sum of an AR(l) component
and white noise and so its ACF is equivalentto that of an ARMA(1, 1). Its properties
are thereforesimilarto those of GARCH(1, 1). Indeed,if a is small and/or p is close to
one, yt2behaves approximatelyas an ARMA(1, 1) process; see Taylor (1986, p. 74-5,
1993).
The model can be generalisedso that h, follows any stationaryARMA process, in
which case y, is also stationaryand its propertiescan be deducedfrom the propertiesof
h,. Alternativelyht can be allowed to follow a randomwalk
ht=ht-,+ ltq,

lt-NID(0,

a 2).

(5)

In this case log y2 is a randomwalk plus noise, and the best linearpredictorof the current
value of h, is an exponentiallyweighted moving average (EWMA) of past values of
log y2 . Thus there is a parallelwith the IGARCH model wherethe conditionalvariance
is also an EWMA. The crucialdifferenceis that while the IGARCH conditionalvariance
is known exactly,the variancegeneratedby (5) is an unobservedcomponent,and a better
estimatorcan be obtainedby makinguse of subsequentobservations.
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The SV model with h, following a random walk is clearly non-stationary,with
logy being stationaryafter differencing.It is quite close'to an EGARCH model in this
respect.Thereis no need to introducea constant term to preventthe kind of behaviour
demonstratedfor IGARCH by Nelson. As a resultthe model containsonly one unknown
parameter.
The estimationof SV models has usuallybeen carriedout by variantsof the method
of moments; see, for example, Scott (1987), Chesney and Scott (1989), Melino and
Turnbull(1990) and the referencesin Taylor (1993). The approachproposed here is a
quasi-maximumlikelihoodmethod,computedusing the Kalmanfilter.It was put forward
independentlyby Nelson (1988).
In order to estimatethe parameters,p, y and c2, considerthe followingstate-space
model obtainedfrom (3) and (4):
logy=

-1 27+h,+4,

h,= y +(pht_X+ 71,

(6a)

(6b)

where,4, = log E2+ 1 27 and Var ( 4,) = fr2/2. The generalform of the model allowsfor the
possibilityof the originaldisturbancesin (1) and (3) beingcorrelated.Neverthelessin (6),
4, and , are uncorrelated;see Appendix A. The question of taking account of any
correlationbetweenthe originaldisturbancesis to be examinedin a later paper.
Although the Kalmanfiltercan be appliedto (6), it will only yield minimummean
square linear estimators (MMSLEs) of the state and future observationsrather than
MMSEs.Furthermore,since the model is not conditionallyGaussian,the exact likelihood
cannot be obtained from the resultingpredictionerrors.Neverthelessestimatescan be
obtainedby treating4, as thoughit wereNID(0, nr2/2)and maximizingthe resultingquasilikelihoodfunction.Asymptoticstandarderrors,which take accountof the specificform
of the non-normalityin 4, can be computedusing the resultsestablishedby Dunsmuir
(1979, p. 502). The experimentsreportedin Ruiz (1994) suggest that his QML method
workswell for the samplesizes typicallyencounteredin financialeconomicsand is usually
to be preferredto the correspondingmethod of momentsestimator.A furtherattraction
of applyingQML to SV modelsis that the assumptionof normalityfor ?, can be relaxed,
in which case oj is estimatedunrestrictedly;see Section 6.
The Kalman filter approachis still valid when q is one. The only differenceis that
the first observationis used to initialize the Kalman filter, whereaswhen I pI < 1 the
unconditionaldistributionof htis availableat t = 0. Oncethe parametershavebeen estimated, predictionsof futurevolatilitycan be madefromthe predictionsof log y2. A smoother
can be used to estimatevolatility within the sample period; this is also done by Melino
and Turnbull(1990) and Scott (1987).

3. MULTIVARIATEMODELS
The multivariateGARCH model, set out in Bollerslev,Engle and Wooldridge(1988),
can, in principle,be estimatedefficientlyby maximumlikelihood.However,the number
of parameterscan be very large, so it is usually necessaryto impose restrictions.For
example,Bollerslev(1990) proposesa representationin whichthe conditionalcorrelations
are assumedto be constant.This assumptionconsiderablysimplifiesestimationand inference, and, accordingto the evidence in Baillie and Bollerslev(1990) and Schwertand
Seguin (1990), it is often empiricallyreasonable.
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Stochasticvariancemodels generalizeto multivariateseriesas follows. Let y, be an
Nx 1 vector, with elements
Yit = -'it(exp {hit}

)1/2,

N,

i= II ... .,

t- I...
1 ., T,

(7)

whereYi:is the observationat time t of series i, and E,= (s,, . . ., IN,)' is a multivariate
normalvector with zero mean and a covariancematrix,X, in which the elementson the
leading diagonal are unity and the off-diagonalelementsare denoted as Pij. Following
(3), the variancesmay be generatedby AR(I) processes
hit= yi+ pihit-I + nlit,

i= 1, .

. .,

N,

(8)

where 77,= (77it,...,
i7Nt)' is multivariatenormal with zero mean and covariancematrix
The
in
model
(7)
does not allow the covariancesto evolve over time independently
Yl,.
of the variances.Thusit is restrictedin a similarway to the constantconditionalcorrelation
GARCH model.'
Model (8) could be generalizedso that the Nx 1 vector h, is a multivariateAR(1)
process or even an ARMA process. Although the propertiesof such models could be
derivedrelativelyeasily,generalizationsof this kind areprobablynot necessaryin practice.
We will insteadfocus attentionon the specialcase whenh, is a multivariaterandomwalk.
Transformingas in (6) gives
1v,=-1-27i +h,+ 4,

(9a)

h,t=ht- I+ lt.

(9b)

w, and 4, are Nx 1 vectors with elements wi,= log y , and
log
e
+ 1*27, i = 1, . . . , N, respectively,and t is an N x 1 vectorof ones; comparethe
X
i=
seeminglyunrelatedtime series equation (SUTSE) models describedin Harvey (1989,
Chapter 8). Treating (9) as a Gaussian state-spacemodel, QML estimatorsmay be

where

obtained by means of the Kalman filter. As in the univariate model,

4,

and

?,

are uncorre-

lated even if the originaldisturbancesare correlated.
It is shown in Appendix B that the ij-th element of the covariancematrix of 4,,
denoted14, is given by ('r2/2)pJ, wherep, 1 and
P=

7r2

En -l

(n1/2)np2fl

i #Aj,i, j= 1,5.. ., N,

(10)

where (x)n = x(x +1) ... (x + n - 1). Thus the absolutevaluesof the unknownparameters
in Se, namelythe pij's,the cross-correlationsbetweendifferentei,'s,may be estimated,but
their signs may not, because the relevantinformationis lost when the observationsare
squared.However,estimatesof the signs may be obtained by returningto the untransformedobservationsand noting that the sign of each of the pairs eiej,i,j= I, ... , N, will
be the same as the correspondingpair of observedvalues yiy1. Thus the sign of pij is
estimatedas positive if more than one-halfof the pairsyiyjare positive.
1. If the state space form for the logy2,'s were Gaussian,the conditionalcovariancebetweenany two
observations,y1,andyjt, at timet - 1, dividedby theirconditionalstandarddeviations,wouldgivethe conditional
correlation py exp {(2pj. ,l, - I p.,I-I
-pj,, 1-- i)/8}, provided the Ej,'sand t11,'sare mutually independent. The
termsPij.I,I,- denote the ij-thelementsof the covariancematrixof the filteredestimatorsof the hi,'sat time t,

and since these are constantin the steadystate, the conditionalcorrelationsare also constant.
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4. COMMON FACTORS

In the K-factor GARCH model proposed by Engle (1987) the conditional covariance
matrixdependson the conditionalvariancesof K orthogonallinearcombinationsof y,.
Although the model can, in principle,be estimatedby maximumlikelihood,researchers
often encountercomputationaldifficultywith a large numberof parameters.Engle, Ng
and Rothschild(1990) suggesta simplertwo-stageprocedure.Bollerslevand Engle (1993)
give conditions for covariancestationarityof K-factorGARCH models and show how
multivariateIGARCHmodelsallow for the possibilityof co-persistencein variance.However,as in the univariatecase, thereis some ambiguityabout what constitutespersistence.
An alternativemultivariatemodel, which is not nestedwithinmultivariateGARCH,
is the latent factor model of Diebold and Nerlove (1989). The model is a relativelyparsimoniousone in which the commonmovementsin volatilityare ascribedto a singleunobserved latent factor subject to ARCH effects. However, this latent factor gives rise to
similarcommonmovementsin the levels and for many purposesthe levels and volatility
effectsneed to be modelledseparately.
Commonfactorscan be incorporatedin multivariatestochasticvariancemodelsvery
easily by following the literatureon common factors in unobservedcomponentstimeseriesmodels;see Harvey(1989, Chapter8, Section5) for a reviewand Harveyand Stock
(1988) for an applicationto U.S. data on income and consumption.We will concentrate
on the case wherethereare persistentmovementsin volatility,modelledby a multivariate
randomwalk. Thus (9) becomes
w,=-1

(lla)

27i+Oh,+h+,,

h,-ht_, + tlt,

Var (q,) =Ell

(Illb)

where 0 is an N x k matrixof coefficientswith k<N, h, and i, are k x 1 vectors,ZQ is a
k x k positivedefinitematrixand h is a N x 1 vectorin whichthe firstk elementsare zeroes
while the last N-k elementsare unconstrained.The logarithmof variancefor the i-th
series is the i-th element of Oh,+h. If k<N, the w,'s are co-integratedin the sense of
Engle and Granger(1987). In the context of (11) this impliesthat there are N-k linear
combinationsof the w,'s which are white noise.
As it stands model (11) is not identifiable.An identifiablemodel may be set up by
requiringthat the elementsof 0 are such that Oij=0 for j> i, i= 1, ... , N, j= 1, .. , kg
while E., is an identitymatrix.These restrictionsare easily imposed,and the model may
be estimatedby QML using the Kalmanfilterto computethe predictionerrors.Once this
has been done, it may be worthwhileconsideringa rotationof the common factorsto get
a model with a more useful interpretation.If R is a k x k orthogonalmatrix,the factors
h*=Rh, are still drivenby mutuallyuncorrelateddisturbanceswith unit variances,while
the factor loadingmatrixbecomes 0*= OR'.
The finite-samplepropertiesof the QML estimatorof model (11) have been studied
by carryingout severalMonte Carlo experiments.These are reportedin Ruiz (1992) and
confirmthat the methodworks well for moderatesamplesizes. The numberof unknown
parameters in 0 is (N- k)k + 2jk(k+ 1), while there are a further IN(N- 1) in 1.

Numerical

optimizationmust be carriedout with respectto these unknownparameters.We used the
quasi-Newtonalgorithm,E04 AZF, in the NAG library.
5. EMPIRICALAPPLICATION:DAILY EXCHANGE RATES
In this section, the stochastic variancemodel is fitted to four exchangerates: Pound/
Dollar, Deutschmark/Dollar,Yen/Dollar and Swiss-Franc/Dollar.The data consist of
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TABLE 1.
Box-Ljung Q-statistics, based on ten lags, for daily exchlangerates, p,,
of various currenciesagainst the dollar
A log p,

(A log p,)2

log (A logp,)2

11 19
10 03
16 92
32 67

128 25
67 79
109 79
343 09

45 47
64 20
64 67
57-94

Pound
DM
Yen
Swiss Franc

TABLE 2
Estimation resultsfor univariate stochastic volatility models: (a) AR( 1); (b) random walk
$/Pound
(a)

A

y
log L
(b)

6

log L
Q(10)

$/DM

$/Yen

$/SF

0 9912
(0 0069)
0 0069
(0.0050)
-0 0879
-1212 82

0 9646
(0 0206)
0 0312
(0-0219)
-0 3556
-1232 26

0 9948
(0.0046)
0 0048
(0 0034)
-0 0551
-1272 64

0 9575
(0 0024)
0 0459
(0-0291)
-0 4239
-1288 51

0 0042
(0 0023)
-1214-02
3 52

0 0161
(0 0063)
-1237-58
11 41

0-0034
(0. 0019)
-1273 46
8 45

0-0194
(0.0072)
-1294 22
8 68

daily observationsof weekdaysclose exchangeratesfrom 1/10/81 to 28/6/85. The sample
size is T= 946. Table 1 shows Box-Ljung statistics for several transformationsof the
exchangerates.The chi-square5%criticalvalue for ten degreesof freedomis 18 3. With
the possibleexceptionof the Swiss Franc, the logarithmsof the exchangeratesappearto
be randomwalks. The importantpoint is that there is strong evidenceof nonlinearityin
the statisticsfor the squareddifferencesand theirlogarithms.
Univariate models were fitted to the differencesof the logarithmsof each of the
exchangerates, with the mean subtracted,that is
yi,=A logpi,-( A log pi,)/T,

i= 1, .., N,

t=1,

...

., T.

Subtractingthe mean ensuresthat there are no yi,'s identicallyequal to zero; this could
createdifficultieswhen logarithmsof y2 are taken.The QML estimatesof the parameters
qpand T2 in the stationaryAR(1) volatilitymodel, (3), are shownin Table2. The estimates
of qpare all close to one and the random walk specification,(5), fits almost as well.
Asymptoticstandarderrors,basedon Dunsmuir(1979, p. 502), are shownin parentheses,
though it should be noted that they cannot be used to test whether a 2 is significantly
differentfrom zero; see Harvey (1989, pp. 212-3). The Box-Ljung Q-statisticsgive no
indicationof residualserialcorrelation.Figure 1 shows the absolutevalues, Iy, I for the
Pound/Dollar series, togetherwith the estimatedstandarddeviation,exp (UA,1
T), where
n'IT iS the MMSLEof the volatilitylevel, h,, as given by a smoothingalgorithm.
The augmentedDickey-Fuller test applied to log y2, with nine lags and a constant
included,rejectsthe hypothesisof a unit root at the 1%level for all the series;see Table
3. The significancepoint, for 500 observations,is -3 43 and so the rejectionis quite
decisive;using a smallernumberof lags gave test statisticseven furtherfrom the critical
value. However, the reliabilityof unit root tests in this situation is questionable.The
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reasonis that the reducedform of (6) is
log (y2) = y* + q log (y2_1) + V,-Ov,,

( 12)

where v, is white noise and y* = (y-1 27)/(1 - q). Since the variance of 4, typically dominates the varianceof q,, the parameter0 will be close to unity for values of q close to

one. For examplefor the Dollar/Pound exchangerate, where the estimatedq value is
0 99, the implied0 is -0 97. As shown in Pantula(1991) and Schwert(1989), when the
moving-averageparameteris very close to one, unit root tests rejectthe null hypothesis
of a unit root too often since the model is difficultto distinguishfrom white noise.
TABLE3
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistics for the logarithtmsof squared
differences of logarith?msof daily exchtangerates

't-stat'

$/Pound

$/DM

$/Yen

$/SF

-7-42

-7 50

-7 63

-7-44

Since unit root tests based on autoregressiveapproximationsare unreliablein the
presentcontext,there is little point in tryingto determinethe numberof common trends
on the basis of co-integrationtests such as the one describedin Johansen(1988). Instead
we estimatethe unrestrictedmultivariatedlocal level model, (9), and make a judgement
as to the numberof possiblecommontrendson the basisof a principalcomponentanalysis
of the estimate of L, .
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QML estimationof (9), with the diagonalelementsof the matrix14 set to r2/2, gives:
[1.00
Al72

0 404 0X278
1-000

2

003470

0-400 0-541
1-000 0-362

and
9-65 1142 3 97 12.071
20-43

5-44 21-09
45

t15

7-08

22 311
the value of the maximizedquasi-log-likelihoodfor the multivariatemodel, -4621-64, is
substantiallygreaterthanthe sum of -4963 06 for the fourunivariatemodels.The number
of additionalparametersin the multivariatemodel is 12, and so the value of 682 8 taken
by the (quasi-) likelihood ratio test statistic,is highly significantif judged against a Xl2
distribution.
From (10), the impliedcovariance(correlation)matrixfor c, is
1.00 0-84 0 74 0.801
1 00 0-84 0-92
1-00 0-81
1s00

Estimatingthe signs of the cross correlationsin Ye from the signs of pairsof y,'s indicated
they were all positive. The correlationmatrixcorrespondingto the estimateof YElis
1.00 0 81 0 55 0.82
Corr ( ') =10006
_-

1.00 0-51 0-99
1 100 0

It is interestingto note that the correlationsbetweenthe elementsof E,are uniformlyhigh
for all four exchangerates,whilefor q, the correlationsinvolvingthe Yen are much lower
than the Europeancurrencies.
The resultsof a principalcomponentsanalysisof Y,land its correlationmatrixappear
in Table 4. The units of measurementare not relevantsince logarithmshave been taken,
but differencesappearin the resultsfor the covarianceand correlationmatrices,primarily
becausethe Yen shows much less variationthan the other threeexchangerates.The two
first componentsaccountfor 94%or 95%of the total varianceof the disturbanceq7,,i=
1, 2, 3, 4. The secondcomponentis relativelymore importantwhen the correlationmatrix
is analysed,with a fairlyhigh loadingon the Yen. Table 5 showsthe firsttwo eigenvectors
multipliedby the squareroots of the correspondingeigenvalues.For the analysisof the
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TABLE 4
Principal components analysis of (a) X,7 and (b) co)rrespondingcorrelation matrix
(a)

Eigenvalues
Eigenvectors

Percentage of variance
2b)

Eigenvalues
Eigenvectors

Percentage of variance

0515
3781
6205
2066
6553
98

0 0037
-0 1443
0 3749
-0 9156
00170
6 43

0
0
-0
-0
-0
4

3 1933
0 5033
0-5290
0 4097
0-5468
79 83

0 5703
0 2102
0 3476
-0 9020
0 1460
14-26

0 2363
0 8381
-0 3973
-00182
-0-3733
5 91

0
0
0
0
0
88

0027
9144
1873
2260
2789
58

1 4281 x
-0 0139
0-6629
0 2605
-0 7018
0 00

10-6

7 02x 10-5
-0 0095
0 6644
0 1348
-0 7350
0 00

TABLE 5
Pritncipal comiiponentsanalysis: First two eigenvectols multiplied by
square roots of correspondingeigenvaluesfor (a) correlationmatrix, and
(b) covariance matrix
Series
1
2
3
4

(a)
0 8994
0 9453
0-7321
0 9771

(b)
01587
02625
-0 6812
01103

00858
01408
0 0469
01487

-00088
00229
-0 0558
0*0010

correlationmatrix these figuresgive the correlationsbetweenthe principalcomponents
and the disturbances

Qij, i=

1, 2, 3, 4. In this case, the first component can perhaps be

interpretedas a generalunderlyingfactor,stronglycorrelatedwith the Europeanexchange
rates, but less so with the Yen, while the second componentis correlatedmost strongly
with the Yen. The loadingsfor the firstcomponentin the analysisof the covariancematrix
invite a similarinterpretation,but the Yen is not dominantin the second component.
In principalcomponentsanalysis,the covariancematrixis decomposedas qtl= EDE,
where E is the matrix of eigenvectorsand D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues.The
principalcomponents,E'w,, have covariancematrix D. Noting that ED'12DY12E' is an
identitymatrix,the model in (9) may be writtenas
w,= -1-27i+ Oh*+
h,*=h,* + 7,*,

Var (q *) =I

(I
(3a)
(I13b)

whereh,*-D-"12E'h, and 0 = ED"12.This providesa usefullink with model (I 1) whenk =
N, the necessaryrestrictionson 0 comingfrom the propertiesof standardisedeigenvectors
ratherthan by settingelementsabove the leadingdiagonalto zero. If the estimateof 1?7
were of rank k, then 0 would be an N x k matrix.Note that in the presentapplication,
the first two columnsof 0 are given by the entriesin Table 5.
The principalcomponents analysis suggests that two factors might be enough to
account for the movementsin volatility. Estimating(11) with k = 2, and the restrictions
012= 0 and S = I gives:
log (91,)=-1-27+0

108hI,

log (92,)=-1-27+0- 102hIt,+0014 h2,
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log (93 )=-1 27+0 016 h/,+0 054 h2,- 742
log (4, )=-[127+0*095 hIl,+0023 h2,- [138
and
0-382 0-271 0.3341

-00
[2
4

1.00

2

0-390

0539

100

0-358
1*00

with a quasi-log-likelihoodof -4626-48. The impliedcorrelationmatrixfor ?, is
[1.00

0083 073

0.79

1300 0-83 0792
100

I
~~.00j08

L

Again, estimatingthe signs of the cross-correlationsin from the signs of pairs of y,'s
indicatesthat they are all positive.
Factor rotationwas carriedout using the orthogonalmatrix
?

RI=

[cos A - sin 2]
Lsin

cos A

and a graphicalmethod; see Schuessler(1971). For clockwiserotation,settingthe angle,
A, to 16-230 gives a loading of zero for the first factor on the third series,the Yen; see
Figure2 and Table 6. Settingthe angle to 352.480 gives a loading of zero for this second
factor on the DM and very small loadings on the other two Europeancurrencies.The
first rotation thereforehas the dominantfactor, the first common trendhi,, relatedonly
to the Europeanexchangerates, while the second common trend,h2,, is a generaltrend
which underliesthe volatility of all the exchangerates includingthe Yen. In the second
rotation, which is actuallyquite close to the originalwhen the movementis in an anticlockwise direction, the first common trend affects the Europeanexchange rates to a
similarextent, but leads to smallermovementsin the Yen. The secondcommontrendhas
its effectalmost exclusivelyon the Yen; comparethe resultsfor the principalcomponents
analysis of the correlationmatrixas given in Table 4. The messagein the two rotations
is essentiallythe same and which one is adoptedis reallya matterof taste. The standard
deviationsimplied by the two common trends for the second rotation, exp (Y;,l T), j=
TABLE 6
Loadings after rotations

A=16230
Pound/Dollar
DM/Dollar
Yen/Dollar
SF/Dollar

0.103
0 095
0
0 085

0.030
0 042
0 056
0 048

A-=352.480
0107
0O103
0 023
0-097

-0O014
0
0 051
0010
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FIGURE 2
Factor rotation

1, 2, areplottedin Figure3. The standarddeviationsestimatedfromthe univariatemodels
for the Deutschmarkand Yen are shown for comparison.
6. HEAVY-TAILEDDISTRIBUTIONS
The GARCH model may be generalizedby letting e, have a Student t-distribution;see
Bollerslev(1987). This is importantbecausethe kurtosisin manyfinancialseriesis greater
than the kurtosiswhich resultsfrom incorporatingconditionalheteroscedasticityinto a
Gaussianprocess.A similargeneralizationis possiblefor the SV model. Onceagain it can
be shown that when h, is stationary,y, is white noise and it follows immediatelyfrom the
propertiesof the t-distributionthat the formulafor the unconditionalvariancegeneralizes
to {v/( v-2)} exp ( yh + I h2).
Let s, in (1) be a t-variablewrittenas
Et=

1/2,
tlK

t= 1, . ..,

T,

(14)

where;, is a standardnormalvariateand VK, is distributed,independentlyof T,,as a x2
with v degreesof freedom.Thus
log s2 = log

-logK,,

(15)

and it follows from Abramovitzand Stegun(1970, p. 943) that the mean and varianceof
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3(a)
Smooth estimates of standard deviation for the first common trend with the corresponding estimates for the
Deutschmark
FIGURE

log K, are "'(v/2) - log (v/2) and "'(v/2) respectively,where V(*) and t'(*) are the
digammaand trigammafunctionsrespectively.The ACF of log y2 has the same form as
before.
The state-spacemodel correspondingto (6) can be estimated for a given value
of v. Alternativelythe variance of log s2 can be treated as an additional unknown
parameter.In both cases the asymptotic theory in Dunsmuir (1979, p. 502) applies
since the requiredmoments of log s2 exist even when v is one. Leavingthe distribution
of s, unspecifiedmeans that Yh is not identifiedsince the expected value of log st is
unknown. Similarlywhen h, follows a random walk its estimatedvalues will include
the expectation of log 02. Thus the level of volatility is not determined.However, if
s, is assumed to have a t-distribution,the estimatedvarianceof log s2 implies a value
of v when set to 4 93 + Vr'(v/2), and this in turn enables the expectationof log se to
be calculated.In the exchangerate application,the unrestrictedestimatesof the variance
of log s2 imply that the distributionof s, is normal for the Pound and Deutschmark,
that is v is infinity, while for the Yen and Swiss Franc v is approximatelysix.
The generalizationto the multivariatemodel can be made by assumingthat (14)
holds for i = 1, . . . , N with the Ti,'sfollowing a multivariatenormal distribution,with
a correlationmatrix as specifiedfor st in (7), but with the Ki,'s mutuallyindependent.
The covariancematrixof the vector of log .2, variables,14, is the sum of the covariance
matrix of the log ;2 variables,defined as in (10), and a diagonal matrix in which the
i-th diagonal elementis the varianceof log Ki,. Each diagonalelementin the covariance
matrix of st, 1, is equal to the variance of the correspondingt-distribution,that is
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FIGURE 3(b)
Smooth estimates of standard deviation for the second common trend with the corresponding estimates for
the Yen

Var (ei,)

=

vi/( vi -

E(c?

2) for vi> 2 and i = 1,... , N. As regardsthe off diagonalelements
E(K=

?j)=

E(K(KI 2)E&1j),

i$j,

N.

i,j= 1

The last term is obtained from the corresponding covariance of log

2

and log

(10), while
E(K, I/2)= v'/22-1/2F{(vi-

1)/2}/F(vi/2),

i= 1,...

,

Fitting the above multivariatemodel gave the followingresults
1.00 0-411 0*303 0-380
7r2

=4

2

1.00

0.000

0 000
0-419 ~~~~~+ 0-406

0-434 0*586
100

0-510

1000
and

8-69 10-25 2-92 10-241
19 16 4 07
4 02

18&82
5-21
18 96

N.

g2

using
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The maximizedquasi-log-likelihood,-4618 06, is slightly higher than for the Gaussian
model reportedin Section 5. The implieddegreesof freedomfor the Yen and Swiss Franc
are 5 86 and 4-84 respectively.
The correlationmatrixfor ?, is
1.00 0-85 0-88 0.99
1-00 099

1-12

1 52

1 18

1 70
The covariancematrixof , is not very differentfrom the one reportedfor the Gaussian
model, and the same is true of the correlationmatrix
1.00 0 79 0 49 0-80
1-00 046

Corr(i)=

0 99
6

1-00 0-60

As a resultthe common trends,and the impliedgroupingsof exchangerates, are similar.
7. CONCLUSION
The multivariatestochasticvariancemodel has a naturalinterpretationand is relatively
parsimonious.The parameterscan be estimatedwithout too much difficultyby a quasimaximum likelihood approach, and the movements in variance can be estimated by
smoothing. The extension to heaviertailed distributionscan be carriedout very easily
using the t-distribution.2The model fits well to exchange rates, and is able to capture
common movementsin volatility. The volatility in the three Europeanexchange rates
dependsprimarilyon one factor.This factor affectsthe Yen to a much lesserextent, and
the Yen is primarilyaffectedby a second factor. Otherrotationsoffer a slightlydifferent
interpretationbut the specialbehaviourof the Yen is alwaysapparent.
APPENDIX A. UNCORRELATEDNESSOF VARIABLESAFTER
TRANSFORMATION
Considertwo randomvariables,s and i, whichmay be dependent.AssumeE(q) = 0 and let h( ) be an even
functionsuch that E[h(s)] exists. If the covariancebetween q and h(s) exists, it is zero underthe following
conditions:
A.l The densityof s, f(s), is symmetric.
A.2 E(qi s) is an odd functionof s.
The resultfollows because
Cov (q, h(s)) = E[q(h(s)

-

E[h(s)])] = E[q7h(s)] = E[E(s I e)h(Jfl.

and, underA.2, E[E(q7s)h(s)] is an odd functionof s, and so givenA. 1 its expectedvalue is zero.
2. The STAMPpackagecan be usedto carryout estimationby QMLfor univariatemodels.A multivariate
versionis currentlybeingdeveloped.Furtherinformationcan be obtainedby writingto the firstauthorat LSE.
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In the applicationhere,h(s) = log 62 is an even function,and if s and q are zero meanbivariatenormal,
conditionsA. 1 and A.2 are satisfied,and so
Cov (q, log 62) = 0.

When s has a Studentt-distributionwith v degreesof freedom,it can be writtenas s =distributedindependentlyof ; as X2. If g and q are bivariatenormal,then
E(i7log s2) = E[i7(log42

_

log a)]-=E[q log 2]J-E(i7)E(log

r-2,

where vi is

,) = 0

and so i7 and log 62 are again uncorrelated.Note that the resultholds even if 5 is Cauchydistributed(v = 1),
sincealthoughthe mean of s does not exist in this case, E[log 62] does exist and in fact is zero.
ConditionsA.1 and A.2 are satisfiedif the joint distributionof s and q satisfiesthe symmetrycondition:
A. 3 g(e, 7) = g(- c, - ?7).

This followsbecauseA.3 impliesA. 1 since
0

00

g( - c, ?l)d?l =f (-

g( - c, - ?7)d?l

9 (6, ?7)drl

X
- 00

)

-

-00

whileA.3 impliesA.2 because
_ 7
E(71s) =J _d=
__

=q(~~
,J ~ cg-,

g(-

J__)d

f()

f(s)

?7)d? - E(Ji-7

)

APPENDIX B. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TRANSFORMATIONS OF
STANDARD NORMAL VARIABLES
In this appendexwe derivethe expressionfor Corr(log s2, log s22)whereel and 62 are bivariatestandardnormal
variableswith correlationcoefficientp.
Defineu= (62)1/2 and v= (62)1/2. Johnsonand Kotz (1972) give the followingexpressionfor the moments
of u and v
E(urvs)

-

(r(i/2))2

F2(r?)2r

rn 2 JF-,-;
2'22

2

-; pj

(B.i)

functiongiven by
whereF(a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric
F(a, b; C; Z) = E ,'=

()

_=

+
z + a(a

t+ab

I

)b(b + 1 )

2+(B.2)

where(a), = r(a +n)/r(a).
The momentgeneratingfunctionof log s' and log sc is givenby
m(t,

t2) =

E[exp {t, log s,

+ t2

log s2} ] = E[s,'s2J.

(B.3)

Using (B.1) in (B.3) and takinglogarithmsyields
log m(t,, t2)=(t,

+t2)

log (2)+iog r((l/2)+t,) +log r((l/2)+t2)

+logF(-t,,

-t2;

1/2; p2) - 2 log r(1/2)

(B.4)

and, therefore,
O2log M(tl, t2)

I 02F

At,02

F1t,&t2

I

FF

F2 At, at2)

(B5
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To find the covariancebetweenlog 62 and log 62, expression(B.5) has to be evaluatedat t, =
functionin (B.2), it is easy to see that at t, = t2= 0
expressionfor the hypergeometric
F(O,0; 1/2; p2)=

=0.

Given the
(B.6)

aF = aF = 0
t2

(B.7)

01
and
a2F
&I

at2

((n-1)!)2p2n

=
=1

(I /2),

n!

n=

(n-1)! 2n
p
(12

(B.8)

Substituting(B.6), (B.7) and (B.8) into (B.5), we get
c (log
Cov

612,
2 =
1 log 62)

,a0 =,

(n-)

p2?,(B9
p(B9

~(1/2),n

The varianceof log e2 is given by 7r2/2 for i= 1, 2 and thereforethe correlationis as in expression(10) in the
text.
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